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this is for the heartbroke
this is for the poor
this is for the ??? to see what's in store
if you ever had a feeling thing aren't going your way
don't you worry
don't you worry no
picture yourself in a room with the sun shining though
exposing the smoke inside
picture yourself in a place with a smile on your face
you'll never have to change your mind again
i'll bet you thought those kind of days were over
you hear a plain fly by and you wounder where it's
going to
so when you're finished trying to live from memories
there's always the future
one day you'll look back and be glad that you carried
on

cause we evolve
if you're sinking in quicksand let me try to grab your
hand
cause we evolve
try to understand that you don't live up to demands
cause we evolve
no i really don't care when you people start to stare
yeah we evolve

so you haven't had your fair shair of opportunity
but sitting in that same chair, that ain't your destiny
(you demoted friendship) ???
you need a remedy
and i know how to get there
it's in a melody
i'm looking at the side of a train
through the dirt and the rain
at the frost on the coldest days
one day you'll see these places you know
and see how they go
when you're drenched in the summers rain
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i'll bet you thought those kind of days were over
you hear a plain fly by and you wounder where it's
going to
so when you're finished trying to live from memories
there's always the future
one day you'll look back and be glad that you carried
on

cause we evolve
if you're sinking in quicksand let me try to grab your
hand
cause we evolve
try to understand that you don't live up to demands
cause we evolve
no i really don't care when you people start to stare
yeah we evolve
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